
The Day Before April Fool’s Day Treasure Hunt 
RhymeLovingWriter™  

Category/categories:  Secular, Seasonal, Fun, Family 
Ages: 4-18 (estimate) 

Theme:  Combination entertainment/treasure hunt for pranks 

This rhymed treasure hunt was created for April Fool’s Day. NOTE: Because of the need for 
preparation for some pranks, the hunt should be completed one or two nights be-
fore the first of April. 

The hunt consists of ten rhymed clues, each leading to an envelope with an idea for an April 
Fool’s Day prank. All pranks are relatively simple, family friendly, and most can be per-
formed with objects at hand. Some recommend simple, optional supplies. 

Distribution of the prank envelopes can be handled in two ways:  

1) (recommended)  As each pre-numbered prank envelopes is found during the hunt, the 
parent/adult takes it and holds onto it until the hunts is completed. When all ten have 
been found, the envelopes are chosen randomly (i.e. youngest to oldest, fanned out like 
cards, etc.) by hunters. Then without showing anyone else, they read and carry out that 
prank. Depending on the child’s age, some parental assistance may be required. 

2) The children take turns hunting clues and as they complete the clue and find the accom-
panying pre-numbered prank envelope, they will keep and perform whichever prank is 
found with their clue. 

*For an additional fun element, no child should know any other child’s prank ahead of time. 
Once April Fool’s Day is over, all pranks can be revealed and family members can vote on 
who best carried out their prank for the day. 

A final page, listing all pranks, is included for the parents’ convenience. It includes two bo-
nus ideas for pranks (for additional children or as substitution for any other prank). 

 
An adult or older child should separate prank instructions from clues. Either fold them over 
and tape them shut (to maintain surprise so that the hunters don’t read them immediately) 
or place the prank instructions in an envelope (recommended) to hide with the designated 
clue. Label the outside with the number of the prank.  
 
 

 



Clue #1 
 (To be read aloud to everyone to start the hunt) 

 
In olden times “All Fool’s Day” came around 

(This day now labeled simply Aprils Fool’s) 

It’s said that pointless errands did abound 

to keep one running ‘round – like circled spools 
 

A note to pass which never met its goal 

was part of tricky pranks that did ensue. 

Yet here, today, you’ll play a different role 

as you uncover pranks with every clue! 
 

To get us started on this foolish quest 

And walk away with biggest load of laughs 

You’ll have to listen close and do your best 

Look now UP HIGH for clue (think like giraffes) 
 

Prank #1  —  Hidden Message (or Messages) 

Hide this prank w/clue #2. Fold in half or put in envelope. Write ‘Prank #1” on outside. 

 

Hidden Message (or Messages) 

For this prank, you need a full roll of toilet paper and a thin marker. Carefully unroll 

the roll about 1/3 to 1/2 way. Write simple message(s) (Hello there! I see 

you!...or...Have a nice day!) or draw pictures (spider...or...smiley face), at different 

squares along the roll. Write carefully so you don’t tear through the tissue, and use a 

lighter color so it won’t bleed through (leave a few outside layers blank to cover up 

writing underneath). Carefully reroll the tissue until only the blank part is showing 

and wait for family members to discover your messages! 



Clue #2 
 (Hide on high shelf with corner showing, or taped near ceiling, w/prank #1 envelope ) 

 
You stretched your neck out just to find this one 

I’d say you have some treasure hunting skill 

Yet know that we have only just begun 

To look for clues and pranks to use at will 
 

Your next clue now is hidden somewhere low 

The opposite of where you found your last 

Just keep your wits about you as you go 

To search the floor where table crumbs are cast 

Prank #2  —  Daylight Savings Time Do-Over 

Hide this prank w/clue #3. Fold in half or in put in envelope. Write ‘Prank #2” on outside. 

 

Daylight Savings Time Do-Over 

If a younger child gets this challenge, help will be required. Either the night before, or 

early on the morning of April’s Fool Day, turn forward several different clocks in the 

house so that they are an hour later than the actual time (i.e. a bedside clock, a micro-

wave clock), or turn one clock an hour ahead and one clock an hour back. Wait to see 

how long it takes until someone notices. You could do this again in the evening before 

supper. NOTE: Make sure you keep at least one clock with correct time. 



Clue #3 
 (Hide along baseboard in dining room or under table support, w/prank #2 envelope ) 

 
Aha! You may have thought that dirty job 

While crawling on all fours to find a clue 

was work that made you snivel, scream or sob, 

 yet this hunt writes more ‘dirty work’ to do! 
 

The next clue hides away where you would not 

expect to find a clue, much less a prank 

Look on the bright side – fun is not forgot 

Just go and look behind the toilet tank 

Prank #3  —  No Signal Availability 

Hide this prank w/clue #4. Fold in half or put in envelope. Write ‘Prank #3” on outside. 

No Signal Availability 

There are two ways to do this prank and you can either use all one way or mix and match 

if you have multiple remote controls or devices. The first way to stop signal availability is 

to put a tiny piece of clear tape across your remote control devices, large enough to block 

the wi-fi signal, but small enough to go undetected. The second way is to remove the bat-

teries (stash them nearby). Get permission and help from parents before doing this. If you 

think you are capable of pulling off this trick, offer to help (when a sibling says the device 

isn’t working), nonchalantly remove the tape or replace batteries, and voila! - you become 

the hero of the moment (if they don’t see you fix it)! 



Clue #4 
  (Hide clue taped behind outside of toilet tank, along w/prank #3 envelope ) 

 
Another quite unpleasant hiding spot 

We hope you weren’t too shy to make the grab 

Some hiding spots are sweet and some are not 

But that’s to keep the hunt from getting drab 

 

Let’s try a kinder place for your next clue 

Not space where dirt and odors look for home 

Instead you’ll have to think of hairy-dos 

And look where you’d find brushes or a comb. 

Prank #4  —  Someone Comes Up Short 

Hide this prank w/clue #5. Fold in half or put in envelope. Write ‘Prank #4” on outside. 

Someone Comes Up Short 

This prank, depending on the age of the child discovering or picking it, will likely require 

assistance, both because of the physicality involved, and the patience needed to wait until 

the very end of the day for it to be discovered. Pick one or several beds of family members 

and ‘short sheet’ it sometime during the day. Directions on how to do this can be found 

here: http://daringbookforgirls.com/about-the-book/short-sheet-a-bed/ 

One thing about this  —  do be a good sport and offer to help them remake the bed  

normally after they have figured out the prank. 



Clue #5 
  (Hide clue inside cabinet or drawer where you keep brushes  & combs, along 

w/prank #4 envelope. If they are usually on the vanity top, hide nearby under a towel. ) 

 
That may have been too simple of a drill 

Since you weren’t far away or likely fooled 

We’ll aim for more excitement building still 

So treasure hunting jets are never cooled 

 

Your thinking cap must firmly find its fit 

To figure out the toughest clues to come 

We’re half-way through this hunt, so I submit 

Your next clue hides where you might put your thumb 

Prank #5  —  No Toes Allowed! 

Hide this prank w/clue #6. Fold in half or put in envelope. Write ‘Prank #5” on outside. 

No Toes Allowed! 

Using either toilet paper, paper towel, or old newspapers, stuff the toe region of some-

one’s shoes. You could either stuff 1) all the right footed shoes of one person, or 2) ran-

domly decide on the right footed or left footed shoes of several family members (harder to 

pull off but just as enjoyable), or 3) every pair of shoes of just one person, both feet. If you  

go with the last option, start with the pair they are least likely to wear first, and then work 

your way up to the ones they always reach for first. Some of us only have one or two pair 

of shoes, so this shouldn’t take long, except for part about being sneaky.  



Clue #6 
(Hide clue inside the thumbs of a pair of gloves or mittens along w/prank #5 envelope.) 

 
You may have thought that easy (I don’t doubt) 

Sometimes the hunters are so very bright 

that finding clues just scattered all about 

presents less of a challenge than a flight 

to build a celebration in the now 

for April Fool’s. Don’t miss it for a blink! 

Your next clue’s searching takes you where a cow 

might leave liquid refreshment for a drink 

 

Prank #6  —  Upside Down or Inside Out 

Hide this prank w/clue #7. Fold in half or put in envelope. Write ‘Prank #6” on outside. 

Upside Down or Inside Out 

Younger family members will require assistance from a parent with this one. Choose one 

or more family members for this prank. Before they get up on April Fool’s Day, take all of 

their clothing (or at least one drawer full or several hangers if clothes are hanging in a 

closet) and turn each piece inside out. Then put the clothing items you have turned inside-

out back in the drawer upside down, or hung in the closet turned around. One way to do 

this is to volunteer with Mom or Dad to put away ‘clean laundry’. If you are a family that is 

organized enough to lay out outfits the night before, then you could just try to pull this 

prank on every member. 

MOO! MOO! 



Clue #7 
(Hide clue behind or under a milk carton in the refrigerator along w/prank #6 envelope.) 

 
It may have been quite chilly when you went 

to look for clues around the carton site 

But fools are fond of changing where you’re sent 

especially on days like this – for spite 
 

but you can get the last word after all 

by finding clues and pranks which still await 

then using them to answer “foolish” call 

but first you’d better double-check the date. 

Prank #7  —  Fill ‘Er Up 

Hide this prank w/clue #8. Fold in half or put in envelope. Write ‘Prank #7” on outside. 

Fill ‘Er Up 

Get up early (before everyone else) and pick two or more family members 

(depending on how much fill material you have to work with). Work quickly 

and quietly to fill their shoes with cereal, toy, blocks, Easter grass, confetti (get 

permission from Mom & Dad before doing this one), or a mix and match of any 

small but numerous pieces of things you have around the house. It will help if 

you decide who and which shoes the night before and have the materials all 

ready to go in the morning.  



Prank #8  —  Metal Mouth 

Hide this prank w/clue #9. Fold in half or put in envelope. Write ‘Prank #8” on outside. 

Metal Mouth 

When everyone has gone to bed for the night, gather up their toothbrushes from the bath-

room and replace them with one fork for each toothbrush. Place the toothbrushes (you’ll 

want to make sure they are dry first) in the silverware drawer. Depending on whether or 

not everyone gets up early enough to eat breakfast, they’ll either find the switch when 

they go to get silverware to eat, or when they go the bathroom to brush their teeth. If one 

member finds out early, encourage them not to tell the others, so that each member can 

discover the prank for his or her self. 

Clue #8 
(Hide clue under, behind, or inside a desk or wall calendar w/prank #7 envelope.) 

 
By now you’ve gathered up some pranks to choose 

When planning laughs for family and friends 

Yet there are still a few more little clues 

To find before this hunt comes to an end 
 

Your next clue will be hiding very well 

It may require an effort strong and true 

You might even need extra hints to tell 

where this clue is – hint: somewhere near the blue 



Prank #9  —  Rise and Shine Meets Mass Confusion  

Hide this prank w/clue #10. Fold in half or put in envelope. Write ‘Prank #9” on outside. 

Rise and Shine Meets Mass Confusion  

For this prank you will need to get up before everyone else in the family. Go to 

the kitchen, take out all of the cereal boxes, and switch the inside bags before 

breakfast. If for some reason you can’t do this before everyone else gets up, ask 

Mom and Dad to agree to have cereal for supper so everyone can discover your 

prank. You could also do this with pop-tarts or any other kind of mixable pack-

aging for breakfast, but it would be a lot harder to tell from the packaging 

where they belong if you need to put them back. 

Clue #9 
(Hide clue inside, under, behind anything blue—chair, towel, etc. w/prank #8 envelope.) 

 
I guess that last clue wasn’t so precise 

As others that preceded it before 

But there’s no promise this will come out nice 

In fact, more searching makes for fun galore 
 

In keeping with that thought – to make you search 

Both high and low and even round and round 

This hint (I hope) won’t leave you in a lurch 

Go now and look where cereal is found 



Prank #10  —  Signs, Signs, Everywhere a Sign 

Hide this prank somewhere near a light. Fold in half or put in envelope.  

Write ‘Prank #10” on outside. 

Signs, Signs, Everywhere a Sign  

Make several small signs (about the size of a half-sheet of copier paper), saying 

“Kiss Me”, or “Call me Bob”, or “Shake my hand”, attach a piece of tape to each 

piece, and tape it to someone’s back while giving them a hug. If you have sib-

lings who drive or want to play a prank on your parents, make up a sign that 

says “Honk for April Fool’s Day” and put in one of the side or back rear win-

dows (this one should probably be made on a full 81/2 X 11 sheet and written 

with a dark marker so it shows up through the window). 

Clue #10 
(Hide clue inside, under, or behind a cereal box w/prank #9 envelope.) 

 
We’ve come, at last, to this hunt’s final clue 

To find one last prank – then you’ll get to choose 

Which one, for April’s Fools, you’d like to do 

And then prepare (in case you need that too) 

 

Let’s see, where could there be a prank secured 

so you will have to search with all your might? 

Aha! I’ll bet you’d never find the words 

of prank 10 – hidden somewhere near a light! 



April Fool’s Prank Suggestions 
 

Use these suggestions, or substitute with any other family favorites you already have been using. Be 

sure to number the envelopes/pranks  

1. Toilet Paper Hidden message(s)  —  Unroll full roll of toilet paper, write funny messages, reroll 

for other users to find during the day 

2. Daylight Savings Time Do-Over — Turn clocks throughout the house forward or backward an 

hour. Keep at least one clock on correct time. 

3. No Signal Available  —  Place small piece of clear tape over sensors for video equipment or TV 

remote or remove all batteries. 

4. Someone Comes Up Short  —  Short sheet someone’s bed. Directions can be found here: http://

daringbookforgirls.com/about-the-book/short-sheet-a-bed/ 

5. No Toes  —  Stuff toilet paper in the toes of someone’s shoes – every pair they own if you can 

find them all! 

6. Upside Down or Inside Out  —  Turn one family member’s clothing inside out (at least one 

drawer full). Put items back upside down. 

7. Fill ‘Er Up  —  Pick one or more family members. Get up early (before everyone else). Fill their 

shoes with cereal, toy blocks, or confetti (anything with a lot of small pieces). 

8. Metal mouth  —  After everyone has gone to sleep, swap out all toothbrushes for forks or 

spoons. Put the toothbrushes in the silverware drawer for fun. 

9. Rise and Shine Meets Mass Confusion  —  Switch the inside bags before breakfast. Do it as early 

as you can, or ask Mom and Dad to agree to cereal for supper so everyone can discover your prank. 

10. Signs, Signs, Everywhere a Sign  —  Make several small signs, saying “Kiss Me”, or “Call me 

Bob”, or “Shake my hand”, attach a piece of tape to each piece. Tape it to someone’s back while giv-

ing them a hug. If you have siblings who drive or want to play a prank on your parents, make up a 

sign that says “Honk for April Fool’s Day” and put in one of the side or back rear windows. 
 

Two BONUS Pranks 
 

These pranks are not printed out with the clues in the hunt but are provided for substitution. 

11. April Fool’s Fake-Out  —  Make up ten (10) small signs with paper and marker that say “April 

Fool’s” on them. Place or tape them around the house. When family members find them, they’ll be 

looking for a prank – but the joke is that there is nothing but the piece of paper. 

12. I’ve Lost My Voice  —  Though laryngitis is no fun in real life, you could pretend (for as long as 

you can last) after you wake up this morning, that you have lost your voice, and you can only write 

out or motion your answers whenever anyone asks you a question. I would NOT recommend doing 

this during school hours if you are a student. That might get you in trouble. 

 

A good rule to remember: Never play a prank you wouldn’t mind having played on you! 

Happy April Fooling! 


